Hotel Klastrom - pet policy
Dear Guest!
We know that your pets are part of your family. Our hotel welcomes dogs / cats. To ensure a
comfortable and enjoyable stay for everyone, please read and sign our respective rules upon
check-in with our four-legged pet guests.
- the animal's vaccination records are up-to-date and the animal is flea-free and tick-free
- the animal is non-aggressive, socialized with other animals and humans
- I accept that after my own animal I have to clean
- if my pet traveling with me leaves any excrement in any area of the hotel, I will clean it up
without request or, if possible, do it outside the hotel area
- I understand and accept that my pet cannot go to bed, or furniture
- I accept that hotel linen is not suitable for keeping and caring for the pet, I use my own
linen
- I do not leave the animal unattended, the owner is watching over the whole area of the
hotel
- I will not leave the pet alone in the room
- the animal must be kept in a carrier or leash on the hotel premises, in the case of large
animals the use of the muzzle is obligatory
- I accept that there is a daily charge for the pet staying at the hotel, which does not cover
any damage incurred during the stay, such as: damage to carpets or furniture
- I accept if the room needs extra cleaning after my departure, and the management may
charge an additional cleaning fee
- I accept that when traveling with my pet disturbs the hotel guests in any way, it will result
in a warning or, in the case of multiple warnings, the pet must leave the hotel area
- I accept that if the staff indicates that my pet is disturbing other guests' peace of mind, I
will leave the room with my pet
- I take responsibility for any damage or attack on a person caused by the animal traveling
with me
I acknowledge and accept the Hotel Klastrom's pet policy and procedures.
I understood that upon departure, hotel staff can check my room between leaving and
checking out.
I am responsible for any damage, noise or infection caused by the animal traveling with me
throughout my stay.

Thank you for your cooperation and wish you a pleasant stay!

